
GREEK MYTH: 
CHARACTER EXPLORATION  

“Wonder is the 
beginning of 

wisdom.”


-Socrates

• Google Slide 

Presentation 

• Vision Board

• Day in the life 

narrative or journal 

entry 

YO U  W I L L  M A K E :

6th Grade Humanities
Fall 2018

Mini Project



Project Due Dates: 

• 10/31 - Choose character to 
research

• 11/9 - Finish Slideshow

• 11/13 - Have vision board complete

• 11/13 - Start presentations (with 
vision boards) 

• 11/13 - start writing piece

• 11/30 - Final draft of writing piece 
due 

G R E E K  M Y T H

What is myth? In its simplest form a myth is a story. These stories are attached to specific 
cultures, have a hero at its core, can deal with historical information or can be an attempt to 

explain nature. We love these stories because our brains are hardwired for stories - we can’t get 
enough of the love, heartache, revenge, and redemption of Mount Olympus. 

PRESENTATION:  

Students will research, create, and then present a Google 
Slideshow that represents their knowledge of their 
chosen character. The slideshow will be graded on 
content shown, layout, and presentation skills. The 
presenter will have a template for the slideshow. 

VISION BOARD:  

After completing the research of your character from 
Greek mythology we’re going to have a bit of fun.  You will 
create a modern vision board for the character. A vision 
board shows in pictures and quotes what the creator may 
want. For example, if you were creating a vision board 
with Apollo in mind it might be full of pictures of 
instruments and new archery equipment.

WRITING PIECE:  

You all know we need to practice our writing. For this 
project you will be responsible for writing one creative 
piece. Either a journal entry with your Greek character as 
the writer or a narrative about the day in the life of your 
character. The piece is expected to be (at least) one typed 
page long.


